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Only the Prepared Will Survive -- Are You Ready?This collection contains Blind Spot, Down Shift
and Dead Head, which combine to form a standalone novel in the Long Haul Home series. (Also
available as individual titles.)Blind SpotArmy veteran Cash Bishop chases little white lines around
the South and Midwest, working as a long haul trucker to make ends meet until the homestead he is
building with his mother and sister can support the family. When a security breach at Hoover Dam
takes all the U.S. hydroelectric power stations offline the day after a category five hurricane hits the
Gulf of Mexico, cutting off electricity to millions and threatening an already compromised fuel supply,
Cash figures it's time to chase those white lines home to Tennessee.By the time he hits Chicago,
the lights are out across the country, throwing America into a new dark age in which only the strong
and the prepared will survive.Down ShiftMore than two days go by before solar scientist Hannah
Carter realizes that the power and communication systems have gone out across America. Obtuse?
No â€” her state-of-the-art research facility has all the power it needs and Hannah is elbows deep in
a patent application. When she does wake up to the New America, her first thought is of her
teenage brother, Ellis â€” stuck on his own in a boarding school with similarly troubled boys. To
reach him, sheâ€™ll have to escape everything from riots to solitary killers on the road. First she has
to escape her employer. The research company isnâ€™t what she thought it was.And the men in
the shadows know her name.Dead HeadAfter weeks of traveling dangerous roads, Cash Bishop is
almost home. But other forces are converging on Dover, each with their own plans for Cash and
those he is sworn to protect. In a contest of who will live and who will die, sometimes itâ€™s the
lucky who win.â€©
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This book is brilliant but has 1b flaw, the Banker Lee character adds nothing but distaste to the
story. Enough bad guys without adding a sexual sadist. Removing this character would not harm but
improve the storyline. Second mind about buying anymore in series. Worse books out there but
have better characters

Couldn't put the series down! Bought the volume with all three books in it. Story caught me from
very beginning. Read all three books in one day and was sad they wasn't more. Please write more
and the characters.

I'm not thrilled the stories in this three book collection are sold as seperate books. They are each
quite short. However I did get the first book, Blind Spot, for free and I was hooked. I HAD to buy this
three book set to find out what happened! (plus the bundle was better priced) Did Cash get home?
Did Hannah go get her brother at school? How did the power failure spread so vastly?I got many of
my questions answered but, there are still more questions brewing and I'm now following the author
on to know when the next book will be out! (hint hint hint to Dana Fraser)This series ends in a way
that you're not hanging from a cliff but, could easily slide into a fourth book.I'd recommend this to
post apocalyptic fans and preppers alike. It's not over the top crazy anti social prepper mentality like
some books I've read. Granted Cash is ex military but, there is a lot of good common sense
information in this book to help people realize we can easily learn a thing or two about being
prepared for disaster instead of sticking our heads in the sand believing our government will save
us.Well worth the read!

This is one of those books that you say "couldn't put it down until you finished it" and REALLY mean
it. It was interesting from the first page and what a way to end the book!!! Please don't let the story
end there!!!!

This was a fantastic story and a very quick read. I loved it and am hoping for a continuation so we
can discover what Hannah and Ellis' father has been doing and how Cash perhaps fits into his
scheme to foil the conspiracy. It would also be interesting to find out how Hannah and Ellis'
expertise can help stabilize and protect Cash's homestead.So, hurry up and keep writing, Ms.
Fraser!

A this story could be about many of us. An American guy headed home in a world gone mad. The
scenario is easy to imagine. The motivations of our monies classes and their tools yet unclear. Yet
there's hope. Well done. Really would like to see more. Plenty of food for thought here.

Good story. Interesting premise . Would like to read more by this author . And I woukd like to find
out if the bad guys succeed or how they meet their downfall.

Glad I tried this one. Not many reviews so I was not sure. I like some post-apocalyptic stories but
not all and definitely not zombies. This ticked all my likes. I comfortably recommend this to others
and hope for the next story in the series to be released soon.
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